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Spring of 1986 saw the birth of Kansas City’s most unique and underused resource for 
independent and imported music that cow town will ever see. 1607 Westport Road was 
the first location for Enormous Horsepower records. This address already had a rich 
history in independent and imported music. This same address had been the home of the 
nationally known Rock Therapy records founded by Dave Howard in the early punk days 
of the late 70’s. I personally owe a great thanks to the tenured manager of Rock Therapy, 
Duncan Burnett. His influence on my own musical integrity has been understated indeed.  
 
Enormous Horsepower was the brainchild of myself and friend Doug Easterwood. We 
had a dream of continuing where Rock Therapy left off insofar as Kansas City was going 
to be without a good independently owned outlet for hipsters interested in alternative and 
imported music. The goal was simple; give the scene an independent place for finding 
hard-to-find music as well as an exchange of ideas concerning music and arts. Some of 
you out there may recall the Enormous Horsepower was far from your typical looking 
record shop. Mr. Easterwood and I prided ourselves on absurd displays that often 
confused onlookers as to the function of the establishment. Large tractor tires and engine 
parts were a staple of the Horsepower aesthetic. I found great joy in building window 
displays featuring record and CD covers juxtaposed with decaying foods and oily 
transmission housings. The operation of EHP was a great experience for a youngster like 
me. I was all of 21 years old when Doug and I, with help from family and friends, pooled 
the money to create this venue. The first year of business was full of many contacts and 
events. We hosted parties and invited Dutch East India recording artist Live Skull to 
perform at the infamous VFW Hall. During this time Doug and I also became the house 
DJ’s at club Epitaph at 31st and Main. I continued my own independent DJ gigs into the 
early 90’s. 
 
By the end of 1986 my business relationship with Mr. Easterwood had dissolved. To the 
surprise of many I endeavored to continue Enormous Horsepower as sole proprietor. This 
period in the development of EHP is what I like to call its internal combustion 
renaissance. Here it is, early 1987 and EHP is moving in with Archaic Smile, a vintage 
clothing shop that was located at 48th and Troost. I had very little money and the boot 
peddlers needed a roommate to help pay the rent. Long story short, the marriage was 
unsuccessful and very short lived. Enormous Horsepower was homeless by April. I was a 
man without a country for about six weeks. In the meantime, I was plastering midtown 
with posters exclaiming, “Where the hell is Enormous Horsepower?” I did find her final 
location at 22 East 39th Street just around the corner from the Grand Emporium. As I 
recall, it was mid-May when I reopened in this space. This was an interesting time for me 
and my customers. I continued with Horsepower’s goals of supplying midtown with 
grooves from the underground. I persevered in the face of rising competition from the 
likes of Streetside Records who’s growing interest in selling imports and indie label 
goods made the cost of competing monumental. During this time I was able to help 
introduce many listeners to the roots of a lot of today’s style in this musical environment. 



Styles such as dub reggae, drum and bass, house, jungle, underground hip hop, alternate 
rock, names like the Dub Syndicate and Lee Perry, African Headcharge, Schooly D, the 
Shockheaded Peters, Mad Professor, Perennial Divide, Mars on Ice, MC Crash, Keith 
Leblanc, the Mighty Tackhead. Experimental grooves from the Anti-group to Zev. That 
is just to name a few. 
 
Living was lean at the Enormous. Much of the time was spent living in the stockroom in 
the back of the shop. Pressure from major labels on the US government to increase 
import tariffs and the mounting competition from chain stores was killing any profit that 
could be made. Making a living was almost impossible without capital. Contrary to the 
belief of some, I didn’t come from money, any cash that I had was going into the shop. 
Independent indeed. I continued to portray EHP as an eclectic device with automotive 
imagery. As I look back on the images used in the shop, it looks more like art work in 
progress than any actual retail business. At the 39th Street location I began to exhibit 
works from local artists. Images from Mott-Ly, David Goodrich, Nate Fors and others 
graced the walls of EHP. In addition, I was able to host a senior class in painting from the 
Kansas City Art Institute. During this period, what the store didn’t achieve in financial 
success it made up for in notoriety. Few who visited EHP would be able to forget the 
unusual images that captivated, pissed off and amused customers and pedestrians alike. 
The Horsepower aesthetic is the true legacy of Enormous Horsepower. By winter of 1988 
there was very little monetary fuel to keep the engines of Enormous Horsepower running; 
the final moments were closing fast. My musical contacts in other cities in America as 
well as in London, England were highly disappointed to hear of the impending demise of 
the Enormous Horsepower that they had grown to appreciate. 
 
Enormous Horsepower, records, tapes, CD’s and video, specializing in independent 
labels and imported music as well as all manner of eccentricities closed quietly in the 
summer of 1988. 
 
Recently a good friend of mine who lives in NYC was enjoying dinner with a group of 
friends. They were discussing the dwindling number of independent record shops 
nationwide. A gentleman at the table, a stranger to my friend, spoke nostalgically of “the 
most unusual indie shop” that her had seen in his travels in America. He spoke two 
words, “Enormous Horsepower.” 
 
 


